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Glamour Shops: Looking for a last-minute

getaway? The best hotels, villas, beach clubs

and retreats to book

From far-flung luxury to the best affordable trips
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A last minute getaway can come when you need an escape the most… whether its to
relax at a spa, flee from the daily grind or simply seek a little luxury, we prioritise the
best holidays from far and wide, covering your bucket-list breaks to the coolest
boutique hotels.

If you're looking to indulge in the local cuisine at the top restaurants, secure the
luxury cabana on the beach or hottest table at the club, make this decision the
easiest it's ever been by checking into Glamour Shops!

Securing the holiday and finalising the destination, is the moment you can start the
count down. Glamour Shops' edit is here to fast-track your last minute getaway
options and take you straight to your destination!

Promotion: All advertisers have been carefully hand-selected and have paid to be

featured

99 Surf Lodge

Sync up with the rhythm of the ocean while relishing the comforts of their modern, minimalist, beach front
retreat. Walk barefoot on the wooden deck, enjoy a morning Yoga class or get ready to Surf. Surprise yourself
with a daily gourmet selection of delicatessen. 99surflodge.com

Follow them on Instagram @99surflodge

Selman Marrakech, A Unique Hotel Experience

Dedicated to the most beautiful horse breed in the world - the Arabian thoroughbred - Selman Marrakech is a
timeless palace with a unique atmosphere. With the Atlas Mountains as a scenic backdrop, this five-star
luxury hotel was designed by the famous architect and decorator Jaques Garcia and crafted by the
kingdom's finest artisans. selman-marrakech.com

Follow them on Instagram @selmanmarrakech

Go Beach Club Barcelona

Go Beach Club Barcelona is the destination for exclusive beachfront leisure. Enjoy music sessions, the open-
air cinema or spend the day in the pool, soaking up the sunset and sipping cocktails. If you prefer a
panoramic view of the Maresme coast, hop on to the Sky Rooftop Terrace and take in all that Go Beach Cub
has to offer. gobeachclub.com

Follow them on Instagram @gobeachclub_bcn

Bono Beach Marbella

Bono Beach Club Marbella: Where sun-soaked days merge with starlit nights, creating the perfect ambiance
for your experience. With lively DJs and entertainers during the day and a sophisticated atmosphere at night,
the entertainment schedule promises an unforgettable time. Indulge in the fusion of Mediterranean and
Asian flavours, relishing aged beef cuts and fresh seafood. Unwind on Bali beds and savour beachside
delicacies and enjoy sushi and champagne delivered to your sun bed. bonobeachmarbella.com

Follow them on Instagram @bonobeachmarbella

Summer Senses

Summer Senses Luxury Resort, the epitome of a captivating island escape on Paros. A harmonious blend of
opulence and Cycladic allure, spacious rooms and suites with private terraces and unique views, is what the
resort has to offer. The resort has two idyllic freeform pools and a tranquil lounge pool. Unique moments of
hospitality experience with the Anassa Spa by Idolo, the fine dining Galazia Hytra restaurant, in
collaboration with the Michelin-starred Hytra restaurant in Athens, the all day Gaia Restaurant and its two
vibrant bars. summersenses.gr

Follow them on Instagram @summersensesresort

Castle Leslie Estate, A Rural Retreat In the Heart of Ireland

Nestled on 1,000 acres of undulating Irish countryside, dotted with ancient woodland and glittering lakes,
Castle Leslie Estate is one of the last great Irish estates still in the hands of its founding family. Steeped in
history, full of character and charm, it is the ultimate Irish rural escape. Only 80 minutes from Dublin and 60
minutes from Belfast, Castle Leslie Estate boasts a variety of accommodation and activities to suit all tastes.
castleleslie.com

Follow them on Instagram @castleleslie

Boutique-Hotel Märthof Basel

In the city on the Rhine you'll feel the diversity and joie de vivre that make Basel so special. That's why
there's no better placefor Hotel Märthof than right there: where the city throbs with life, where enjoyment is
not a luxury but a way of life, and where imagination has long since left the daily grind behind. The charm,
liveliness and eventful history of the establishment are all reflected in its interior design. Pretty details from
style eras gone by complement natural materials and combine with modern highlights to produce 68 unique
rooms. Find out which one suits you: Superior, Signature, Deluxe or Junior Suite. hotel-maerthof-basel.ch

Follow them on Instagram @maerthof_basel

Baobab Suites

Baobab Suites is a luxury hotel located on the prestigious Costa Adeje, between the mountains and the
Atlantic Ocean. At Baobab Suites they attach great importance to health, wellness and beauty. They offer
treatments based on alternative medicines, highlighting Ayurveda native to the Indian subcontinent. The
fusion of ancestral techniques and more modern products helps to focus on recovering inner peace, taking
care from the inside out. baobabsuites.com

Follow them on Instagram @baobabsuites

The Bank Hotel

Marriott International’s Design Hotel brand, The Bank Hotel Istanbul, combines deep-rooted history with
eclectic architecture enabling guests to feel immersed in the historical texture of the building. Previously the
home of several banks including Crédit Général Ottoman, its interior design has been restored and
repurposed, with old bank doors being used in the wine cellar and lobby bar. The Bank Hotel Istanbul has
continued welcoming guests with its modern guestrooms, meeting rooms, elegant atmosphere and
historical artifacts. thebankhotelistanbul.com

Follow them on Instagram @thebankhotelistanbul
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